








THE ONE AND DONE 
Continued from page 166 

never looked this feminine. It's the eyes. 
They're more open. And your eyebrows are 
higher-and arched." 

She asks whom I've seen, heard from, but it's 
whom I haven't seen or heard from that hurts. 
They number both family and friends. 

Renata distills it: "When one of us goes for 
it, it gives anxiety to the others, no matter the 
outcome. If it looks good, we're torn between 
elation that we too can take the plunge, andre
sentment that the voices pushing us to do it just 
got louder: Look, Holf:y did it. Or if it looks bad, 
now we're totally panicked because we can't get 
off the assembly line of aging, and we have to 
stick with our bags and sags. So chances are, no 
one is really happy to see your facelift because 
it triggers too many selfish emotions. But I'm 
happy for you, truly." 

And she truly is. Renata picks up her iPhone 
and finds two pictures she snapped on the sly. 
One was of me at the pre-op dinner, the other 
taken earlier tonight, when I thought she was 
sending a text. The first photo is unkind; my 
mouth is awkwardly open, my forehead pushed 
up into Shar-Pei creases, my facial wrinkles 
amplified by the overhead lighting. The second 
is a bad angle, but even so, you can see the wave 
of Rosenberg's wand. I look like me-photo
shopped. Renata says, "You're a lucky girl." 

THE OFT-ASKED QUESTION: "Does it hurt?" 
On a pain scale of 1 to 10, I register whiny. I keep 
a recovery journal, most of which will read like 
a litany of bratty, spoiled, high-end complaints: 
Must sleep on doughnut-hole pillolv as ears ache 
inside and outside ... scalp numb yet still weirdf:y 
itchy ... neck feels like it's in a choke hold, major 
bruising ... hurts to open mouth and floss teeth ... 
mood swinging way up, way down ... cheeks, neck 
numb ... great day, UPS guy called me "miss" ... 
can feel Endotines beneath my scalp like bud
ding horns ... totalf:y anxious ... brushing hair feels 
like brushing doll's head ... sparks flying through 
face as nerves reconnect ... lumps under jaw ... ears 
sticking out, HUGE ... what's this line still doing 
around my mouthl' ... me so pretty ... earlobes hot, 
swollen ... hurts neck to talk too much .. forehead 
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falling downl' ... stretching neck back out talking 
too much? ... eyes uneven? ... did he do enough??? ... 

Of course, it would not be a Beauty Adven
ture if there weren't complications. I was the 
one in so who got bruising. And two weeks in, 
I wake up to a bald spot the size of a quarter 
right near the front of my hairline. The vanity 
gods are punishing me! Panicked, I call Rosen
berg's office. He's in surgery, his patient coor
dinator, Janie Indursky, says. "But come in; 
Dr. Paul's here." 

That would be Dr. Benjamin Paul, Rosen
berg's very tall, dark colleague, professorial
ly handsome and spectacled in rectangular 
frames. Married. One child. I had to ask. He 
saw me last week when I had my stitches and 
staples removed, and again when I was con
vinced I'd gone forever cockeyed. (Diagnosis: 
uneven swelling. Absolutely normal.) 

Paul enters the examining room, smiling, 
"Who are you?" (That's a joke- an "I'm so pret
ty now he doesn't recognize me" joke.) I tell him 
we have to stop meeting like this and point to 
the bald patch. 

"I see that," he says, confirming I'm not cra
zy. "There's nothing long-term to be worried 
about. It's root shock. It happens. It could be 
the anesthesia alone-you could go in for bar
iatric surgery and, just from the anesthesia, 
get these little patches. And honestly, if you 
operate on the scalp, sometimes the neighbor
ing hair follicles feel stress from the event and 
they can shed. 

"It can take anywhere from six weeks to three 
months before it starts to regrow. So I wouldn't 
expect next week it's going to be growing. Seri
ously, it's temporary. 

"One thing you can do is change your part 
one millimeter over," Paul says. "Just take a few 
hairs from this side and pull them over it." Like 
a comb-over? 

"That's what I would do. Take a few of these 
hairs .... " He re-parts my hair. "And it's gone!" 
And yet, still there! 

Paul crosses his arms and furrows his brow: 
"Are you a worrier?" 

No! I'm a woman with a bald spot in the front 
of my head! Poor Dr. Paul. 

"You're going to be absolutely fine. In a 
month or two, you'll have forgotten this was 
even a thing. The eyes are looking better, by the 
way. The swelling is down so percent." 

He checks my head for "spit stitches," the 
dissolvable ones that sometimes work their way 
out to the surface. They feel like little bristles. 
He takes a pair of medical tweezers and plucks: 
Ouch! Ouch! Ouch! 

Rosenberg pops his head in the door. "I just 
finished up, and I heard you were here," he says. 
"You look great!" I tell him I'm embarrassed to 
admit that I wish he'd hiked my forehead up a 
teensy bit more, say, an extras percent. 

"In plastic surgery, one centimeter is a lot," 

Rosenberg says. "So you have to balance beau
ty with risk. Yes, there's a subtle hooding that 
persists over your eyes. I like to keep that. It's 
perfectly imperfect. Trying to get rid of ev
erything becomes evident to the layperson. 
Whereas this .... " No one will even suspect. Un
less you tell everyone. 

The late, great Nora Ephron, who felt bad 
about her neck, once told me: "Tell one, tell a 
thousand." 

Every time I see my doorman, he circles 
his face with an index finger and gives me the 
thumbs-up. Neighbors knock on my door un
der the auspices of borrowing something, or to 
ask if my cable's working, or to invite me over 
or themselves in for a glass of wine, which in
evitably leads to a play-by-play and an iPhone 
slide show. Doris, a beautiful older woman, an 
actress who makes her living as an extra, stops 
me in the lobby: "Your facelift is great. Now, 
don't sit in your apartment. Get out there! Don't 
waste it." 

I swing by Renata's New Year's party, and the 
heads in the room swivel in unison. A woman 
I've met once, whose name I can't recall, tells 
me I look fantastic. I smile, fishing for how 
much she knows. Renata showed you the pic
tures, right? "Yes!" 

Excuse me, but I have to go strangle her. I find 
Renata in the kitchen and let her have it. "But 
you're writing about it!" she says, apologizing, 
deleting the photos on her iPhone. "You have to 
decide whether you're a private person or a 
memoirist. And after everything you've written 
over the years, I think you know the answer." 
She's right, but she's still wrong. 

Meanwhile, Virginia, one of my oldest, best 
friends, is MIA. Aside from one text-"How's 
the face?"-we haven't seen each other since 
our dinner at Freds. Her absence is more pain
ful to me than the surgery. 

By the end of March, three months out, all 
the feeling has returned to my scalp, and baby 
hairs are sprouting through my bald spot. My 
ears are still a little sore; my neck still feels 
stiff and tight and numb-ish. Rosenberg says 
it'll take six months before the final results are 
in. (I promise an update.) But honestly, I don't 
think about any of it that much. This face has 
become my new norm. I no longer look in the 
mirror wondering, wishing, wanting, waiting ... 
no more waiting. 

I meet Germaine for a drink at City Hops, the 
craft-beer pub in our neighborhood where Joel, 
a handsome hipster bartender with a man-bun, 
gives us a round of pints, chats us up, and asks 
if we're sisters. Huge compliment, as Gem is 
beautiful. (We look nothing alike.) And funny, 
as we've been here a dozen times pre-op. Joel 
just doesn't recognize it's me. 

Our friend Joanna breezes in, and the place 
starts filling up. Am I imagining this, or are we 
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getting lots of attention? I mean, even me. 
"I'll tell you what it is," Jo says, leaning in. 

"Before, you felt better than you looked, and 
now, you look better than you feel." 

Oh, I don't know. I feel pretty great-more 
lighthearted, more open, more brave. Yes, sub
tly and majorly-and still transforming. 

THE PROPHET 
Continued from page 231 

degree, shared with other commonwealth na
tions, whose double remove from the British 
aristocracy, by class and geography, created a 
sniffy social MO to put people in their place. 
Since shame and a rebellion from shame are 
inherent to the human condition, Munro's 
and Atwood's familiarity with these psychic 
twins gives them an excellent vantage point 
to connect with a vast readership. 

Munro, though, never changed course; she 
just honed her subject and her form to an oth
erworldly perfection. Munro's talent is the 
talent of magic, like the Rocky Mountains, or 
some other sublime natural wonder. Atwood 
is not sublime-even her magical confidence 
is made explicable by loving and accepting 
Jarents. (The only time Atwood is without 
1 decisive comment or new addition to push 
)Ur conversation forward is when her moth
!r comes up. "She died at 97," she says, then 
)auses for a long stretch before adding, in a 
:one inflected with the unresolved, "Anyway, 
)ack to the present.") But in remaining open 
:o the contemporary rather than holing up 
~ith her muse, Atwood has produced work 
hat is true to her public role, and her public 
·ole is true to her work-an achievement per
taps equal to magic. Atwood has what people 
tsed to want, gravitas and depth, but has also 
~rabbed the new golden ring on life's wacked 
:arouse!: She's an image-based influencer. 

"When she came to visit the set for the 
irst t ime," Bruce Miller says, "everyone got 
nto their costumes, and all the actors who 
•layed handmaids lined up in rows and, as 
he walked through, bowed their heads." 

BRITTANY FEIWELL 
Continued from page 234 

sure everyone has enough." 
It takes more than an hour of talking with 

her before we get to the thing that I couldn't 
figure out: How is it that a moderate, the Jew
ish daughter of a father who emigrated from 
Spain, and a woman who grew up in cultur
ally diverse Miami, voted for Donald Trump? 
How is it that she supports the travel ban, 
versions 1.0 and 2.0? She tells me it's because 
she lived in New York City and worked near 
the World Trade Center, and September n , 
2001, was her last day of work before she was 
to move to L.A. She slept in a bit that morn
ing, and that's why she wasn't at her office 
on Wall Street when the planes hit. When she 
woke, she could see the smoking Twin Tow
ers out her bedroom window, and all these 
years later during anniversary remembranc
es, she can still smell that terrible acrid smell. 
When Trump talked about Islamic terrorism, 
it resonated with her; it didn't seem unrea
sonable to have a 90-day restriction on a few 
countries, she says, while the government 
checks people out. "My understanding is that 
it's temporary-as a way to reset." 

She gets her news online, mostly from 
social media, but she also watches the To
day show and The View religiously, as well 
as Meet the Press. She didn't know about the 
fascists supporting Trump or the alt-right 
conference in late November in DC where 
people sieg-heiled. Her right-wing Facebook 
feeds, of course, hadn't mentioned them; the 
soft-focus TV shows don't talk about those 
kinds of things, either; and her liberal friends 
have gotten so enraged that when they start
ed screaming about Nazis, Feiwell thought 
it was hyperbole. "I'm Jewish, and I'm the 
daughter of an immigrant, and I'm a wom
an-and I wish people could get themselves 
away from that polarizing view," she says. 

We're talking in March, after several weeks 
in which scores of Jewish cemeteries across 
the country had been vandalized, and Jewish 
community centers and synagogues were re-

ceiving bomb threats. Feiwell tells me, "If we 
had talked last week, I would have been like, 
'I'm supernervous.' People really wanted him 
to speak out against hate. Locally, we've had 
three bomb threats on our (Jewish commu
nity center] in the last two weeks, and I have 
friends who work closely with the JCC, and 
we went to temple this morning-so I was 
like, I feel really sick about this. There was a 
lot of social media asking, 'Why won't he just 
come out against hate?'" He did. Eventually. 

Feiwell accepted Trump's lateness in com
menting on the acts: "My husband sent me 
two articles: [Trump] came out against hate 
in the election; he came out against hate [this 
time]. He can't tackle every issue at exactly 
the moment that everybody wants him to." 

She's preoccupied with the rage she sees on 
the left and how impossible it's becoming for 
her to reason with people, because she isn't 
actually a white nationalist or a gun nut and 
doesn't see herself as really anything but a 
moderate who is frequently reminded of the 
most terrifying day of her life and votes ac
cording to her deeply held fears for the safety 
of her family. Yes, she was cool with the trav
el bans; what made her unhappy was the way 
they were rolled out. "I think that these types 
of policies to protect our country and Ameri
cans need to be moderate, like I consider my
self to be. So when we talk about the Muslim 
ban, the way it came out and the way they ex
ecuted it is not moderate. But I agree with the 
principle of it.. .. But then President Trump is 
so crass and says things exactly as they are in 
his mind, and in a way, that isolates-so I was 
off-put by that." 

She'd be more inclined to engage with the 
liberals screaming for impeachment if they'd 
stop screaming and start talking. When I say 
that I want Trump impeached-not just be
cause I disagree with nearly all of his policies 
(and, so far, all of his appointments and all of 
his executive orders) but because it's the only 
way that we'll get the information we need 
on his taxes and foreign entanglements (im
peachment would mean months of discovery 
and documents that Congress would make 
available to the public) and because I do not 
believe he can govern under the weight of 
suspicion that his campaign possibly collud
ed with Russia-it makes sense to her. "That's 
not at all what you hear, though," Feiwell says. 
"You just hear people calling you hateful, and 
it's hard to engage with that." 

She cast a single vote in a system of millions 
of voters: Why, she wants to know, is she re
duced, through willful misunderstanding by 
half the country, to a single decision in her life, 
given all the rest of who she is? "I want people 
to understand," she says, "that some people 
who voted for Trump really gave consideration 
and thought and care to it." 
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